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The Radial JD7 Injector is a guitar signal distribution system
that allows asmanyassevenamplifiers to be driven from one guitar.

The JD7 is optimized to ensure the truenatural tone and feel of the guitar
is maintained whileeliminating noise caused by ground loops.

The amazing performance is achieved by combining a 100% discreet Class-A
signal (no op-amps!) with the world's finestJensen audio transformers and Drag™

Control; a load correction circuit that re-introduces the natural relationship between the
amplifier and guitar pick-up that is lost as the signal is buffered. The JD7 is sonatural; it ‘feels’

like you are plugged directly into youramplifier!
The JD7 is fully equipped with balanced i/o connections for re-amping. This allows a dry track to be

recorded and then sent back through the JD7 to amplifiers and effect pedals. The Radial JD7 Injector is a
creative musical tool that allows you to combine andmixthesoundofvariousamplifiers and effect pedals to spawn

completely new sounds.

A on input-2 for high
output instruments like
keyboards & active basses

-8dB padDrag Control reintroduces the
natural loading that occurs
between your amplifier & guitar.

Dual input switch
activates the

balanced input

lets you select
between guitars. Also

on the rear panel.

Clip LED indicator keeps
your signal out of the
distortion zone!

Ground lift stops hum and
polarity reverse to phase correct
amps & effects pedals.

Outputs are equipped with on-off
switch with LED indicator for
quick visual reference

Outputs 5 & 6 are equipped with
effect loops that let you compare
and insert pedals

Output #1 is the primary output
and is always connected for
primary grounding.

Wax pencil ID strips for easy
identification of channels. Makes
set-up configurations easy!

Channels 5 & 6 are equipped
with separate send & return
jacks to insert effect pedals.

A variable input level control
allows you to set the proper level
from the pre-recorded track.

XLR input and output have
separate ground lifts

A balanced XLR input allows dry
tracks to be sent through the JD7
to feed several amps or effects.

The seventh Aux output is
typically used for a guitar tuner
and is always on.

The balanced output is used to
send a dry track to the recorder.

The 180º polarity reverse flips
Pin-2 and Pin-3 at the output.

Welded 14-gauge steel frame
with baked enamel finish for
maximum durability

All discreet Class-A circuit. No
OP-Amps in the signal path!

JD7 comes with a 15VDC supply
with innovative cable lock

100% isolated Jensen transformer
equipped outputs for optimum
sound quality No ground loops!

Applications Endorsements
Allows one guitar to drive up to 7 amps!
Lets you layer amps & effects for new sounds
Complete re-amping circuit on board
Works with keyboards and bass
Can also be used as a direct box
Can be used live to drive several amps

Cool factors
Circuit has been optimized for guitars

Drag Control retains the guitar’s natural feel
Jensen transformers isolation eliminates noise
Easy to use front panel control
JD7 lets you create amazing new sounds

100% discreet Class-A circuit (no OP-Amps)

“The JD7 Provides unbelievable versatile combination of sounds and destinations for your guitar
signal and sounds good with all of them. The JD7 does a great job and is a powerful tool.”

“The JD7 worked very well, giving me exactly what I was looking for. The JD7 was designed to
enhance the creativity during the recording process and it certainly meets it 's goal. A bargain.”

“The JD7 offers enormous flexibility. We experimented without wearing the guitar player out. The
tone was so thick you cut it with a knife. The possibilities are endless. This thing is addictive.”

“Drag lets you darken or clear up your sound. The JD7 is amazingly transparent. You'd swear the
only thing between your guitar and amp is a quality cable. The JD7 is an essential tool.”

“The Drag control is impressive. I cooked up some truly wonderful tones with the JD7. I had a
blast! Radial achieved their goal of developing a fun, creative tool for making new sounds.”

“I had a blast and got some great results. The JD7 is the best tool available for reamping a track
or splitting an instrument to multiple outputs. EM Hot pick 5 out of 5!”
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